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Abstract This paper investigates the idea that the framing of learning and transfer

contexts can influence students’ propensity to transfer what they have learned. We pre-

dicted that transfer would be promoted by framing contexts in an expansive manner in

which students are positioned as having the opportunity to contribute to larger conversa-

tions that extend across time, places, people, and topics. A one-on-one tutoring experiment

was conducted to test this hypothesis by manipulating framing as either expansive or its

opposite (bounded) within a complex instructional learning ecology. We investigated the

degree to which high school biology students transferred knowledge from a learning

session about the cardiovascular system to a transfer-of-learning session about the respi-

ratory system depending on framing condition. Consistent with the framing hypothesis,

students in the expansive condition were generally more likely to transfer facts, a con-

ceptual principle, and a learning strategy from one system to another.

Keywords Transfer-of-learning � Human tutoring � Framing �
Social interactions and learning � Self-explaining

Transfer-of-learning, or the application of something that has been learned in one context

to another context, is one of the most important educational phenomena. Without it, what

students learn in school and elsewhere would have little effect on the rest of their lives.

Transfer is also one of the most longstanding and difficult research topics in education and

psychology (Barnett and Ceci 2002; Detterman and Sternberg 1993; Gick and Holyoak

1983; Judd 1908; Lave 1988; Lobato 2006; Salomon and Perkins 1989; Thorndike and

Woodworth 1901). As Barnett and Ceci (2002) explained, ‘‘there is little agreement in the

scholarly community about the nature of transfer, the extent to which it occurs, and the

nature of its underlying mechanisms’’ (p. 612).
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This paper focuses on the issue of instructional mechanisms. In an earlier article, Engle

(2006) used a detailed case study from a Fostering Communities of Learners classroom to

further specify and illustrate a proposed instructional mechanism for influencing transfer

that has rarely been studied empirically: How the social contexts in which learning and

transfer could occur are framed. In this paper, we report the first systematic test of this

mechanism: a tutoring experiment designed to see whether manipulating framing in the

ways discussed by Engle (2006) does actually affect students’ propensity to transfer.

Framing contexts as a mechanism for transfer

Most research on transfer mechanisms does not focus on issues of context or its framing,

but instead on the academic content that students are to transfer (Mestre 2003; Reeves and

Weisberg 1994; Schwartz and Nasir 2003). Researchers emphasize the importance of

students fully learning the content they are supposed to transfer (Bransford et al. 1999),

being provided with enough examples of that content (Gick and Holyoak 1983; Mestre

2003), comparing examples to form generalizations at the right level of abstraction

(Gentner et al. 2003; Rittle-Johnson and Star 2007), and coordinating generalizations with

the particular features of specific examples (Reeves and Weisberg 1994; Wagner 2006).

When context is addressed in research on transfer mechanisms1 the focus is on physical

realities, like the physical location in which learning or transfer sessions are conducted,

what people and materials are present, and the like (Barnett and Ceci 2002; Catrambone

and Holyoak 1989; Spencer and Weisberg 1986; Thorndike 1903/2009; Reeves and

Weisberg 1994). Many studies have shown that transfer is more likely when such physical

features overlap between learning and transfer contexts (Barnett and Ceci 2002; Catram-

bone and Holyoak 1989; Reeves and Weisberg 1994; Ross 1984; Spencer and Weisberg

1986). Classical cognitive accounts explain this finding by assuming that contextual fea-

tures are stored in memory with learned content, and contextual overlaps then prime or cue

recall of the relevant content (Anderson and Bower 1973; Godden and Baddeley 1975,

1980; Reeves and Weisberg 1993; Ross 1984; Smith et al. 1978; Tulving and Thomson

1973).

Our approach to contextual effects on transfer moves beyond purely physical concep-

tualizations in ways consistent with suggestions made by situative and sociocultural

theorists (Brown 1989; Greeno 2006; Greeno et al. 1993; Laboratory of Comparative

Human Cognition [LCHC] 1983; Lave 1988; Lemke 2001; Pea 1987). While anchored by

physical realities, we believe that contexts are fundamentally social realities (Searle 1995)

that are constructed by people in interaction with each other (Ceci and Roazzi 1994;

Goodwin and Duranti 1992; Gumperz 1982, 1992; Leander 2001; Tannen 1993; van Dijk

2008). Here we investigate the idea that otherwise physically similar contexts can be

framed as quite different social realities that may encourage or discourage transfer (Engle

2006). As Pea (1987, p. 647) explained, ‘‘contexts [that matter for transfer] are not defined

in terms of physical features of settings, but in terms of the meanings of these settings

constructed by the people present.’’

We use the term framing to refer to the communicative processes of establishing these

social realities (Bateson 1972; Goffman 1974; Goodwin and Duranti 1992; Hammer et al.

1 By ‘‘context,’’ we are referring to the physical and social contexts in which learning and transfer inter-
actions occur. We are not using the term ‘‘context’’ to refer to ‘‘problem contexts,’’ or the cover stories in
which problems are sometimes embedded (Wagner 2006).
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2005; Tannen 1993).2 Contextual framing is usually initiated in social interactions through

meta-communicative signals about the context itself (Gumperz 1982, 1992; Hammer et al.

2005; Tannen 1993). For example, through organizing the desks in a classroom in par-

ticular ways and making certain kinds of directives, a teacher can work to frame a

classroom as one in which students learn by quietly listening or by collaboratively

engaging in knowledge construction with each other.

For purposes of understanding transfer, we focus on different ways that the boundaries

of learning and transfer contexts can be framed, as this framing affects which contexts

students orient to as being relevant sites for using what they have learned. For example, a

teacher can introduce a lesson as an opportunity for students to begin taking on knowl-

edgeable roles within communities they plan to participate in throughout their lives. Doing

so expands the social boundary of the lesson temporally, spatially, and socially to

encompass additional times, locations, and people for which each student’s understanding

of the lesson will be relevant. In contrast, the same teacher could have introduced the same

lesson as only relevant to the next day’s quiz, framing it much more narrowly as divorced

from other contexts. By making links between the classroom and other contexts, the

teacher’s first framing created what is referred to as ‘‘intercontextuality’’ between contexts

while the second framing did not (Bloome et al. 2005; Floriani 1994; Gee and Green 1998;

Leander 2001; Putney et al. 2000). The creation of intercontextuality is thought to give

learners the message that they are allowed, encouraged, and even responsible for trans-

ferring what they know from one context to all others linked with it (Brown 1989; Engle

2006; Greeno et al. 1993; Pea 1987).

Here we investigate the specific hypothesis that transfer is more likely to occur when

learning and transfer contexts are framed expansively3 as opportunities for students to

actively contribute to larger conversations that extend across times, places, people, and

activities (Engle 2006). The boundaries of expansive learning contexts are framed as being

wide-ranging and permeable, increasing the number of contexts that can become inter-

contextually linked with them. Learners also become positioned as authors who share their

knowledge, making them more likely to contribute what they know more generally

(Greeno 2006). Thus, when an expansive framing is in effect, learners learn under the

assumption that they will be expected to transfer what they have learned to other, future

contexts (LCHC 1983; Pea 1987). They also make contributions in potential transfer

contexts under the assumption that they are accountable for using what they learned from

past places, times, and people (Bereiter 1995; Brown 1989; Campione and Brown 1984;

Greeno et al. 1993; Pea 1987). Correspondingly, we predict that transfer will be dis-

couraged to the extent that contexts are framed in a bounded manner, with constricted,

impermeable, and non-overlapping boundaries. This occurs when contexts are narrowly

2 The interactional process of framing should be distinguished from the notion of a ‘‘cognitive frame,’’
which is a knowledge structure that may be cued in a particular situation and guide people’s interpretations
of and responses to it (Minsky 1975; Tannen and Wallet 1987), and can also affect the nature of transfer
(Reed 1993; Wagner 2006). Creider (2009) provides a helpful discussion of the distinctions between these
two notions, which she labels ‘‘interactive frames’’ and ‘‘cognitive frames,’’ respectively.
3 We are replacing Engle (2006)’s term ‘‘ongoing activities’’ with ‘‘expansive’’ as it better captures the
hypothesis, which goes beyond the framing of time to include other aspects of contexts. Our use of the term
‘‘expansive’’ may remind some readers of Engeström’s (e.g. 2007) concept of ‘‘expansive learning,’’ which
is the process through which organizations surface underlying contradictions to create new forms of activity.
Although a full discussion of the differences and potential resonances between these two uses of ‘‘expan-
sive’’ goes beyond the scope of this article, our current understanding of Engestrom’s work suggests that a
collectively-realized form of expansive framing may help support expansive learning.
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defined as individual events within a single location involving a restricted set of partici-

pants and topics, and in which learners do not play such central intellectual roles.

Thus, the primary differences between expansive and bounded framings is in how wide-

ranging and permeable their boundaries are, and whether they therefore include students

inside them as key contributors to the activity.

Existing empirical evidence about framing contexts and transfer

Few studies have empirically investigated potential connections between framing contexts

and transfer. Two classroom design-based research studies provide complementary evi-

dence that transfer may be affected by framing while a recent experiment systematically

tested one aspect of it. Hammer et al. (2005) showed that when two transfer contexts were

re-framed as being about active student sense-making rather than simply the replication of

knowledge, students were more likely to ‘‘transfer in’’ (Schwartz et al. 2005) their prior

knowledge in ways that helped them understand physics concepts. Engle (2006) presented

a case of successful transfer that occurred despite weak content-based supports and showed

how it could be explained through a teacher’s framing of the learning context. The teacher

expansively framed her interactions with students by: (a) temporally connecting to prior

and future interactions in which students could use what they were learning; and (b)

positioning students as contributing to a larger community of people interested in what

they were learning about. Engle (2006) argued that this framing may have encouraged the

students to orient to their explanations as being applicable across contexts. Finally, Hart

and Albarracin (2009, experiment 2) showed that people are more likely to repeat an action

they have just engaged in—the most basic form of transfer that there is (cf. Salomon and

Perkins 1989)—if they are prompted to describe it using a progressive verb aspect that

frames it as a continuing activity (‘‘I was doing….’’) versus a perfective aspect that frames

it as a completed action (e.g., ‘‘I did…’’).

A tutoring experiment to investigate the effects of framing on transfer

The current study aims to incorporate the best of both kinds of prior studies on framing and

transfer (see Engle et al. 2008 for details). Drawing on design-based research methods, we

investigated framing and transfer within a complex learning ecology situated within a

familiar educational activity (Cobb et al. 2003; Collins et al. 2004; Design-Based Research

Collective 2003), namely one-on-one tutoring provided at a university (e.g., Chi et al.

2001; Cohen et al. 1982; Graesser et al. 1995; VanLehn et al. 2003; Wagner 2006) to high

school students. Drawing on experimental methods, to identify potential causal effects we

systematically manipulated framing while controlling for as many other instructional

supports for transfer as possible (Shadish et al. 2002). Combining both traditions (Brown

1992; McCandliss et al. 2003), we iteratively designed and redesigned two systematically

contrasting learning ecologies until they clearly embodied our developing theory’s pre-

dictions about the kinds of framing that promote or discourage transfer. We then crys-

tallized each design into a detailed protocol that specified what tutors were to say and do

with every high school student in a given framing condition along with guidelines for

consistently responding to questions, comments, and other events initiated by students.

We then used this documentation along with multiple measures of transfer and other

relevant variables (Cobb et al. 2003; Collins et al. 2004; Design-Based Research Collective

2003; Shadish et al. 2002) to begin addressing the following research questions:
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1. Is it possible to systematically manipulate framing while controlling for other supports

for transfer in a small-scale tutoring experiment?

2. If so, will the framing manipulation reliably affect students’ propensity to transfer?

3. If so, what types of transfer are affected by framing?

Conducting a small-scale experiment that was informative about the effects of framing

on transfer posed notable challenges. First, several investigators have claimed that transfer

is rarely observed in laboratory settings (e.g., Detterman 1993; Lave 1988).4 To make it

more likely that students would learn enough to make transfer possible (Bransford et al.

1999), we drew on established instructional methods and materials for supporting students’

learning of the cardiovascular system (Chi et al. 1994, 2001). We then assessed transfer to

the closely related respiratory system (Hmelo-Silver et al. 2007; Lui and Hmelo-Silver

2009). We also made moderate and consistent use of known methods for supporting

transfer in an effort to avoid floor and ceiling effects. We then looked for the transfer of

multiple kinds of knowledge (facts, principles, and strategies) and assessed them in mul-

tiple ways to maximize the chance of detecting any effects that may exist.

Second, we had the challenge of getting students to perceive and take up each con-

trasting framing of the tutoring sessions within a matter of minutes rather than the weeks in

which the expansive framing was established in the classroom studied in Engle (2006). We

addressed this challenge by manipulating the framing of multiple aspects of the tutoring

contexts at once and to the strongest extent possible. We also continually maintained the

framing throughout the entire study, which was aided by the one-on-one tutoring format

(Aleven et al. 2006). We then measured how often the tutor manipulated each aspect of

framing in the two protocols, and tracked students’ responses to the tutor’s framing moves,

both in the moment and on a post-tutoring survey.

Third, there was the significant challenge of manipulating framing while holding con-

stant numerous other instructional supports for transfer within a complex learning situa-

tion. We addressed this challenge in part by reducing the tutor’s role as a provider of

content by having all students self-explain (Chi 2000; Chi et al. 1994) the same set of

instructional materials. At the same time, the points in the protocol where it was initially

more difficult to control for other supports for transfer led to hypotheses about how

framing may interact with these other mechanisms, an issue we return to in the discussion.

Thus, the contribution of this study is as much in its methods as it is in its findings.

Method

Design

The tutoring experiment had a 2 9 2 design with framing condition (expansive vs.

bounded) as a randomized variable and student population (high school General Biology

vs. high school Advanced Placement [AP] Biology students) as a fixed variable that was

included to assess the generality of any effects across populations. Matched pairs of

students from the same biology class who performed similarly poorly on a screening

assessment consisting of a subset of the main transfer measure were randomly assigned to

each framing condition to reduce pre-intervention differences between conditions and

4 However, unlike most laboratory experiments, our setting was also one in which high school students
were genuinely coming to be tutored, not just to participate in somebody’s study (see Engle et al. 2008).
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increase experimental power (Shadish et al. 2002). Each student participated individually

in a 3–4 h learning session about the cardiovascular system on 1 day followed by a 1–2 h

transfer-of-learning session about the respiratory system the next day. Each session con-

sisted of the following activities in order: instructions, pre-test, tutoring, survey, and post-

test. All students were provided with four movie tickets to thank them for their

participation.

Participants and their originating biology classes

A total of 24 students taking a biology course in the same Northern California high school

participated in the experiment, 14 from General Biology and 10 from AP Biology, with

half of each population assigned to each condition. Students were in grades 9–12 and

ranged in age from 13 to 18 years old. The high school consisted of 38% Asian, 36%

White, 12% Latino, 9% African-American, and 2% Filipino or Pacific Islander students.

About 15% of students in this school applied and were qualified to receive free or reduced

price lunches (a standard measure of low socioeconomic status in the United States), which

makes this population of students roughly middle-class by California standards. These

figures are likely to be more representative of the General Biology classes from which we

recruited as almost all students in the school take this course.

All selected participants had provided incorrect but readable and complete responses to

the questions on the screening assessment. This ensured that they had not mastered the

relevant content, but had sufficient motivation and language skills to fully participate in the

study. No classroom instruction was provided about body systems during the few days or

weeks between when a student completed the assessment and participated in the study.

Instruction in both biology courses was generally consistent with a bounded framing. In

most lessons, students took notes from lectures, the textbook, and educational movies.

Each student was evaluated primarily on his or her ability to correctly recall individual

facts from these sources. The AP course did have some expansive framing in that it was

intercontextually linked to the end-of-year AP exam and students’ future college careers.

Similarities in procedures across all conditions and populations

We controlled for several elements of instruction that can affect learning and transfer,

aiming in both conditions to strongly support learning while only moderately supporting

transfer. Additionally, we controlled for the physical features of the contexts in which

tutoring occurred.

Content focus

For all conditions and populations, the first day tutor’s primary instructional goal was to

have all students master the same facts and principles about the cardiovascular system

whose transfer to the respiratory system would be assessed on day 2. For facts, students

learned the sequence of body parts through which blood flows as they overlap with where

oxygen travels within the respiratory system. This material is necessary for forming correct

mental models of each system (Chi et al. 1994; Hmelo-Silver et al. 2007). For principles,

students learned two fundamental macroscopic regularities that apply within and beyond

body systems but are still learnable within a single session so their transfer could be

investigated. Students learned that pressure differentials determine the direction of blood
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flow in the cardiovascular system, which then applies to gas movement in the respiratory

system as well as fluid flow more generally (Michael et al. 2002; Yip 1998). They also

learned that the large collective surface area of capillaries increases diffusion rates, which

then applies to increasing the rates of diffusion across the alveoli in the respiratory system

as well as the rates of many other physical and chemical processes (e.g., dissolving, heat

transfer, chemical reactions; Odom and Barrow 1995, 2007).

Tutoring methods

The same tutoring methods were used across conditions and populations. The foundation

of day 1’s tutoring was having each student self-explain the same text about the cardio-

vascular system (adapted from Chi et al. 2001 to focus on the target facts and principles), a

method shown to promote both learning and transfer (Chi 2000; Chi et al. 1994; Rittle-

Johnson 2006). Drawing on methods established in prior research (Chi 2000; Chi et al.

1994; McNamara 2004), students were first trained to self-explain using an unrelated

science text (Macaulay 1988), and then asked to read each sentence from the cardiovas-

cular system text out loud and self-explain it. Although most students regularly self-

explained without difficulty, if the tutor observed a student only paraphrasing a sentence

(cf. Hausmann and vanLehn 2007), she prompted for a more elaborate explanation.

Self-explaining of the text was supplemented with several instructional methods to

further foster students’ learning on day 1. First, students were provided with diagrams and

were prompted to identify key body parts mentioned in the text. Second, at the end of each

paragraph students were asked to answer focusing questions that asked about structures,

behaviors, functions, and their relationships (Goel et al. 1996; Hmelo-Silver et al. 2007;

Hmelo-Silver and Pfeffer 2004). When the text began detailing specific body parts, stu-

dents were required to draw diagrams to represent their evolving models of the system

(Ainsworth and Loizou 2003). For the target principles, students were asked pre-planned

targeted questions about them and presented with a gestural or physical model for each.

Finally, at the very end of the first day, the tutor confirmed that every student could

successfully explain how both pressure and surface area are relevant to how the cardio-

vascular system works.

Tutoring about the respiratory system on day 2 was much less guided. Students were

first asked to anticipate what they would need to learn about the respiratory system. They

were then asked to ‘‘think aloud’’ while reviewing a text (adapted from Hmelo-Silver and

Pfeffer 2004), hypermedia system (identical to those in Lui and Hmelo-Silver 2009), and

diagrams for as long as they wished. They were also provided with pen and paper, but not

required to use it, which provided an opportunity for them to spontaneously transfer the

learning strategy of drawing diagrams from day 1. The only two guided aspects of this

tutoring session related to the target principles in that each student was asked to:

(a) explain a classic lung model that uses a small soda bottle and balloons to represent

pressure differentials, and (b) explain why there are so many alveoli in our lungs, which

relates to the surface area principle.

Instructional support for transfer

There were no differences between conditions in the tutors’ or instructional materials’

embodiment (or lack thereof) of the following potential instructional supports for transfer:

(a) direct hints (e.g., Anolli et al. 2001; Gick and Holyoak 1980; there were none),

(b) references to the respiratory system prior to day 2 (again none), (c) overlapping surface
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linguistic cues between learning and transfer contexts (e.g., Catrambone 1998; same three

cues), (d) examples provided of each principle (e.g. Gick and Holyoak 1983), (e) com-

parisons between those examples (e.g. Gentner et al. 2003), and (f) level of abstraction of

statements of each principle (e.g., Reeves and Weisberg 1994). However, to maximize the

chance of detecting an effect for at least one of the principles, we provided different

degrees of content-based support for each one. Three examples and two comparisons were

provided for the differential pressure principle while one example and no comparisons

were provided for the surface area principle.

People present with the student

Controlling for one aspect of the physical context, all students interacted with different

people on each day of the study. On the first day, the tutor was always the first author and

the videographer was a research assistant. On the second day, the tutor and videographer

were different research assistants. Although non-present members of the research team

were often referred to in the expansive condition (see ‘‘Operationalization of Framing

Manipulation’’ below), no student actually saw any of the same people on both days.

Physical location of study

Both days of the study occurred in the same laboratory room, but the student, tutor, and

videographer were located in different places within it on each day in ways that were

identical across conditions and populations. This controlled for a second key aspect of the

physical contexts of the study.

Operationalization of the framing manipulation

We manipulated the framing of five key aspects of the tutoring contexts: when, where,

who, what, and how (Engle 2006, building on Hymes 1972). Here we provide brief

examples of each framing in classrooms and then in our tutoring experiment, with each

sentence presenting the more bounded framings first and the more expansive ones second:

• When is the activity happening? The temporal horizon of a lesson can be framed as an

isolated event that has been completed or part of an ongoing activity that will be

continuing (analyzed in Engle 2006 and Leander 2001; discussed in Lemke 2001;

partially manipulated in Hart and Albarracin 2009). In our experiment, we framed each

day as separate studies that themselves consisted of separate completed sub-events

versus as one ongoing study that extended across the 2 days and beyond to particular

times students mentioned as being relevant to what they were learning.

• Where is it happening? Lessons can be framed as only being relevant to the particular

classroom or as also being relevant to other places like the rest of the school, the local

community, a profession, the country, the world, etc. (proposed in Barnett and Ceci

2002; analyzed in Leander 2001). In our experiment, we framed the study as being

contained to the room versus happening at the university where the tutoring was taking

place as well as being relevant anywhere else students mentioned.

• Who is participating in it? Lessons can be framed as just involving the teacher with

each individual student separately, or as being relevant to a much larger community in

the classroom and beyond (analyzed in Engle 2006). In the tutoring experiment, we
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framed the student as interacting separately with each tutor versus collectively with the

whole research team and anyone else students mentioned when queried.

• What is the topical scope of the activity? Two lessons can be framed as being relevant

to separate classes, curriculum units, or topics, or as being part of the same larger

subject area, unit or topic (proposed in Pea 1987). In our experiment, we introduced

each 1-day study as being about either the cardiovascular or the respiratory system

versus the whole 2-day study as being about body systems.5

• How are learners positioned intellectually? In lessons, learners can be framed as

disconnected recipients reporting about the ideas of others or as authors and

respondents who are developing and taking responsibility for their own ideas (analyzed

in Engle 2006 and Hammer et al. 2005; discussed in Greeno 2006). In our experiment,

we framed the learner as a recipient of and spokesperson for the text versus as the

author of his or her own ideas who responded to the text.

The first three bullet points (‘‘when,’’ ‘‘where’’ and ‘‘who’’) collectively represent how

the setting of learning and transfer contexts is framed while the last two represent the

framing of topic (‘‘what’’) and intellectual roles (‘‘how’’).

Specifics about how these contrasts were embodied in the tutor’s language and

actions appear in Table 1. Students usually implicitly accepted the tutor’s proposed

framings by neither objecting to them nor proposing alternatives. This is not surprising

given that the tutor was simultaneously the experimenter whose instructions students had

tacitly agreed to follow and an instructor who is generally expected to direct student

activities (Pace and Hemmings 2007). Whenever alternative framings were presented,

the tutor consistently encouraged the favored framing and discouraged the alternative

until student uptake was achieved. For example, some students in the expansive con-

dition initially attributed authorship to the text by presenting their self-explanations as

being about what the ‘‘text said.’’ To disrupt this undesirable bounded framing, the tutor

asked the student whether he or she agreed with those ideas and then made a point of

revoicing (O’Connor and Michaels 1996) the agreed-upon ideas as the student’s. The

tutor would continue to encourage the student to share his or her own ideas until the

student was regularly prefacing his or her self-explanations with phrases like ‘‘I think’’

or ‘‘I know.’’

In order to maintain the different framings of students’ roles, the tutor needed to use

slightly different tactics to encourage students to revise their knowledge when they were

confused about something. In neither condition could the tutor directly tell the student the

correct knowledge as this would take authorship away from the student (expansive

condition) or the text (bounded condition). Instead, the tutor first asked the student to

elaborate further either on their idea (expansive) or that of the text (bounded), which often

prompted the student to identify the difficulty and begin resolving it. If not, the tutor

would point out something inconsistent or vague that could be attributed as being from

the students’ prior self-explanations (expansive) or another part of the text (bounded), and

then ask the student how it related to what they’d been thinking (expansive) or reporting

(bounded) about.

5 We recognize that there is a family resemblance between this manipulation and the content-based
mechanism of abstraction, an issue we will address in the discussion.
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Instruments

Below we describe: (1) a post-tutoring survey; (2) a pre/post test about the cardiovascular

system; and (3) an analogous pre/post test about the respiratory system that served as the

primary transfer assessment and source for the screening test.

Post-tutoring survey

To measure the degree to which students detected the intended framing of their sessions

and their general level of motivation during tutoring, the videographer asked each student

to complete a survey during a break immediately after tutoring. The tutor was out of the

room and instructions were designed to reduce any student efforts to please the tutor or

Table 1 Operationalization of framing manipulations in the tutoring experiment

Aspects of
contexts that
can be framed

Expansive Framing 

(Predicted to Promote Transfer) 

Bounded Framing 

(Predicted to Discourage Transfer) 

A. Setting Ask student to specify other settings in
which the topic(s) have, are, or will be
likely to come up in their lives

Do not ask student to specify other settings
in which the topic has, is, or will be likely
to come up in their lives

1. Time a. Refer to both days together as
comprising a single study

a. Refer to each day as a separate study
including separate events

b. Refer to other times, both inside and
outside of the experiment

b. Make no references to times other than
the just completed present

c. Use present progressive verbs (‘‘you’re
continuing to do that’’)

c. Use simple past perfective (‘‘you’re now
done with that’’)

2. Place a. Frame location as ‘‘the university’’ a. Frame location as ‘‘this room’’

b. Refer to other places they said they’d
use what they’re learning

b. Make no references to other places

3. Participants a. Treat larger activity as involving the
student, the whole study team, and
anyone else they mentioned

a. Treat tutoring event as a private matter
involving only you and the student—no
one else

b. Ask student to imagine explaining their
ideas to other people

b. Only have student explain the text’s
ideas to you or themselves

B. Topic Whole study about ‘‘body systems,’’ with
‘‘circulatory’’ one of them. ‘‘Respiratory
system’’ not called a ‘‘body system’’

Each day either about the ‘‘circulatory
system’’ or the ‘‘respiratory system’’

C. Role Author of ideas and respondent to text: Spokesperson & recipient of text’ ideas:

1. Instructed Student asked to explain their own
evolving ideas about the system using the
text as a resource

Student asked to use own words to explain
the text’s ideas about the system in each
sentence

2. Positioned Revoice student’s self-explanations,
crediting student with authorship and
checking whether reformulation is
accurate

Credit students self-explanations as what
the text has presented to them
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videographer through their responses. Eight-seven-level Likert-style questions in the sur-

vey sought to measure students’ perceptions of different aspects of the framing manipu-

lation. For example, ‘‘How often did you notice the tutor emphasizing the importance of

past and present situations during the session?’’ was used to measure students’ perceptions

of the framing of time. A ninth question ‘‘How much did you care about learning about the

cardiovascular/respiratory system’’ (1 = not very much, 7 = a lot) was included to pro-

vide a basic measure of each student’s degree of motivation, which may also contribute to

transfer (Pugh and Bergin 2006).

Cardiovascular system pre/post test

At the beginning and end of day 1’s tutoring session, a written pre/post test (adapted from

questions used by Chi et al. 1994, 2001) measured students’ knowledge of the target facts

and principles about the cardiovascular system that could be applied to the respiratory

system (see left column of Table 2).

Respiratory system pre/post test

To measure transfer we devised analogous written assessment questions about the respi-

ratory system (right column of Table 2) whose wording paralleled those used in the car-

diovascular assessment in the tradition of classic transfer experiments like Gick and

Holyoak (1980). To partially counteract this similar surface cue, the two assessments used

different typefaces (Spencer and Weisberg 1986). The fact question and the first question

about each principle comprised the three-item screening test that was used to select stu-

dents to participate in the study.

Table 2 Paired questions used for assessing learning and transfer for the two body systems

Cardiovascular system Respiratory system

Facts

Starting in the heart, please list in order every part
of the body that you think blood travels through as
it moves through the cardiovascular system.

Please list in order every part of the body that you
think oxygen travels through as it travels from
outside your body to your body’s cells.

Differential pressure principle

a. As the blood flows from the atrium to the
ventricle, what do you think the fluid pressure is
like inside the left atrium as compared to inside the
left ventricle?

a. As a person is breathing out, what do you think
the air pressure is like inside the lungs as compared
to outside the body?

b. In your opinion, what causes blood to flow from
the lungs to the left atrium?

b. In your opinion, what causes air to flow from the
trachea (or windpipe) into the lungs?

Surface area principle

a. What, if anything, do you think would happen if
the many small capillaries were replaced by a few
big blood vessels that still held the same volume of
blood?

a. What, if anything, do you think would happen if
the many small alveoli (or air sacs) in the lungs
were replaced by a few big alveoli that still held the
same volume of gas?

b. Considering that so many things (ex: gas,
nutrients, waste) must go through capillary walls,
what do you think are at least two characteristics
these walls probably have?

b. Considering that so much gas must go through the
membranes (or walls) of alveoli in the lungs, what
do you think are at least two characteristics these
membranes probably have?
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Analytical methods

Coding

All coding was done blind to condition and not by the first author. If any interpretation was

involved, the coding was reliably performed by two coders on a random sample of at least

25% of the data, with any differences resolved through discussion. We coded assessments

at all five time points—screening, pre-cardiovascular, post-cardiovascular, pre-respiratory,

and post-respiratory. More straightforward measures included timing the length of tutoring

sessions, identifying the relevant parts of the body listed in response to question one, and

determining whether or not each student had drawn a diagram during the second day’s

tutoring.

To code for the transfer of facts, we examined student responses to the first question on

each corresponding assessment (see top row of Table 2). The ten parts of the body that

oxygenated blood passes through (lungs, lung’s capillaries, veins, left atrium, mitral valve,

left ventricle, aortic valve, aorta, arteries, body’s capillaries) are the same as the parts of

the body that oxygen passes through between the lungs and the body’s cells. Therefore, we

assessed transfer of facts by simply counting the number of these common facts included in

students’ responses to each assessment and comparing them.

To code for the transfer of conceptual principles, we also identified and compared

individual knowledge elements. To do so, we divided each principle into a set of individual

propositions (Renkema 2004; van Dijk and Kintsch 1983) that could be included by

students in their responses to each pair of analogous questions (see bottom four rows of

Table 2) at each assessment time point. Together each set of two pairs of questions for

each principle provided 12 codeable propositions relevant to differential pressure and 11

codeable propositions relevant to the surface area (91% agreement; Kappa = .82). A list of

the propositions assessed per question pair appears in the Appendix.

Our coding for transfer of the learning strategy of diagram drawing was much more

straightforward. We only needed to record which students did and did not chose to draw

diagrams during the tutoring session on day 2. Recall that all students had been required to

draw diagrams during tutoring on day 1, but could decide whether or not to do so on day 2

after being provided with pen and paper.

Transfer measures

In order to assess immediate transfer of facts and conceptual principles, we employed

three different but partially overlapping measures, which for purposes of this paper are

labeled ‘‘transfer-of-learning,’’ ‘‘transfer-of-knowing,’’ and ‘‘transfer-after-exposure’’ (see

Table 3). Transfer-of-knowing occurs when a student can be shown to apply something to

one system that he or she can be shown to have already known with a related system. It was

measured by calculating the proportion of material (i.e., facts or propositions) included in

either or both of a given student’s cardiovascular tests that re-appeared in his or her

respiratory system pre-test. Transfer-of-learning occurs when a student can be shown to

have applied something to a new system that he or she can be shown to have learned
earlier with a different but related system. It was measured by calculating the proportion of

material that appeared in each student’s cardiovascular system post-test but not his or her

pre-test that then re-appeared in his or her respiratory system pre-test. Finally, transfer-

after-exposure occurs when a student can be shown to increase the extent to which they use

a set of ideas with one system after being exposed to those same ideas with another related
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system (a version of the measure used by the classic Thorndike and Woodworth 1901

study). It was measured by calculating the proportion of facts or propositions a student did

not show evidence of knowing in the respiratory screening test that he or she included in

the same parts of the respiratory pre-test. This measure complements the others by con-

trolling for students’ prior knowledge about the respiratory system. Although in all cases

students are in fact transferring what they have learned somewhere, only the transfer-of-

learning measure allows us to definitively say that the transferred material was learned

during the experiment itself. The purpose of using these three different but related mea-

sures was to determine the degree to which they would provide converging evidence for

any transfer effects, and whether effects of framing on transfer are more likely to show up

on one measure than another as that could be theoretically significant for understanding

how framing works.

If insufficient immediate transfer was observed to be able to detect any effects between

groups, we measured preparation-for-future learning transfer (Bransford and Schwartz

1999; Schwartz et al. 2005), which is when prior learning facilitates future learning. Within

this perspective, prior learning may increase the quality, efficiency or amount of future

learning. Here we focus on amount by calculating the proportion of related material that a

student learned about the respiratory system on day 2 after having learned similar material

from the cardiovascular system session on day 1.

Statistical methods

Unless otherwise stated, two-tailed independent sample 2 9 2 ANOVAs were used to

detect interactions and main effects due to condition (expansive vs. bounded) and popu-

lation (AP biology vs. general biology) for all quantitative outcome variables. Whenever

interactions were detected, Tukey’s (1953) honestly significantly different (HSD) proce-

dure was used to determine which pairs of cell means were significantly different from

each other. Correspondingly, a 3-way log linear analysis was used for the one categorical

outcome variable (whether each student drew a diagram).

As implied above, our primary method for aggregating our data was by student rather

than by assessment items or individual knowledge elements (i.e. facts or propositions). We

used this method because the hypothesis being tested is that framing affects each student’s

overall propensity to transfer irrespective of the particular pieces of knowledge that are

involved. There is no particular reason to believe that framing a learning context will

differentially affect students’ propensity to transfer some knowledge elements more so than

others. In addition, it turned out that aggregating by students led to fewer problematic

Table 3 Equations and focus of transfer measures used for facts and principles

Measure Focus Equation

Transfer-of-knowing Knowledge moving between
systems

In Respiratory Pre and ðCardio: Pre or Cardio: PostÞ
In Cardio: Pre or Cardio: Post

� 100%

Transfer-of-learning Learning moving between
systems

In ðResp: Pre and Cardio: PostÞ but Not Cardio: Pre

In Cardio: Post but Not Cardio: Pre
� 100%

Transfer-after-exposure Change in same test after
exposure

In Respiratory Pre but Not Respiratory Screening
Not in Respiratory Screening

� 100%

Preparation-for-future-
learning

Prior learning aids new
learning

In ðResp: & Cardio: Post0sÞ but Not ðResp: or Cardio: Pre0sÞ
In Cardio: Post but Not ðResp: or Cardio: Pre0sÞ � 100%
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proportions with zero denominators than aggregating by knowledge elements as there were

far fewer floor and ceiling effects in learning and transfer by particular students than for

particular knowledge elements.

Results

We begin by assessing the degree to which students perceived the intended differences in

framing. We then examine whether groups differed in basic factors that could affect

transfer, like prior knowledge, interest in the topics, time-on-task, and amount of learning.

Finally we present the main findings about whether the framing manipulation influenced

students’ propensity to transfer the facts, principles, and learning strategy.

Did students perceive the framing manipulation?

Evidence from day 1’s survey indicates that students generally perceived the intended

differences in framing by condition, with the framing of roles and time being the most

salient to them. We put each student’s responses to the eight survey questions about their

perceptions of framing together to create an expansive framing score, and used a 2 9 2

ANOVA to compare mean scores by condition and population. There was a large main

effect (d = 1.4) of condition, with students in the expansive condition scoring a mean of

39.4 (SD = 3.1) and those in the bounded condition scoring a mean of 32.4 (SD = 6.4;

F(1,19) = 10.6; p = .004). There was no interaction effect or main effect of population.

The effect was supported by significant main effects of condition for questions focusing

on the framing of roles and time, which makes sense given that the tutor had more frequent

opportunities to frame those two aspects of the tutoring context than the others. Although

these findings should not be over-interpreted given this is a new survey, the fact that

statistically reliable effects between conditions were found is consistent with a successful

manipulation of framing.

Were there group differences in other factors affecting transfer?

We already know that all physical features of the tutoring contexts were the same for all

groups and that the same instructional materials and overall tutoring methods were used. In

this section, we look to see if there were any obvious differences between groups in several

other factors that can affect transfer.

No group differences in prior knowledge, time-on-task, and interest

Three basic factors affecting learning and therefore transfer were equivalent across all

groups. First, there were no statistically reliable differences between groups in students’

prior knowledge as measured by the initial screening assessment (M = 15.4%;

SD = 5.8%). Second, there were no differences in the time students spent learning about

the cardiovascular system (M = 73.5 min; SD = 20.3 min). Finally, on the post-tutoring

survey, students in all groups reported caring about learning the cardiovascular system on

day 1 and then the respiratory system on day 2 to similarly mild, positive degrees (car-

diovascular system M = 5.4 out of 7, SD = 1.3; respiratory system M = 5.2 out of 7,

SD = 1.4).
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No main effects by condition in amount of student learning

There were no main effects by condition in amount of learning for any of the facts or either

principle about the cardiovascular system whose transfer we measured. Students in both

the bounded and expansive conditions learned a mean of 3.5 propositions about surface

area (SD = 2.4), 3.4 propositions about differential pressure (SD = 2.2), and 3.4 facts

about the body parts shared by both systems (SD = 1.7). However, AP students learned

almost twice as many propositions about the surface area principle (M = 4.9) than general

biology students (M = 2.5; F(1,20) = 7.67, p = .01). No other interaction or population

effects on the amount of learning were detected. Given the wide individual variability in

learning and the differences between AP and General Biology students with the surface

area principle, it was helpful that our transfer measures all considered the proportions of

potential material that were transferred rather than absolute amounts (cf. Schegloff 1993).

Differences by condition in students’ propensity to transfer facts

With respect to transfer-of-knowing, there was a large main effect of condition (see Fig. 1;

error bars represent standard errors here and throughout), with students in the expansive

condition transferring 42% of facts they knew while those in the bounded condition only

transferred 21% of them (d = .89; F(1,20) = 4.37, p = .04). Although the observed means

appear lower for AP biology students, there were no statistically reliable differences between

populations (F(1,20) = 2.82, p = .11) nor any interaction effects (F(1,20) = 0, p = 1).

With respect to transfer-after-exposure, there was also a large main effect of condition

(d = .94), with students in the expansive condition listing 20% more facts than they had

during the original screening assessment while students in the bounded condition listed 3%

more facts than they had originally (F(1,19) = 4.82, p = .04; see Fig. 2). Again, there

were no interaction effects (F(1,19) = .28, p = .60) or main effects of population

(F(1,19) = 0, p = 1). Finally, with respect to transfer-of-learning, there was a trend in the

direction of more transfer by students in the expansive (36%) versus bounded (13%)

conditions (F(1,20) = 3.27, p = .09), with no other potential effects found (population:

F(1,20) = .2, p = .66; interaction: F(1,20) = .1, p = .76). Thus, on two of three ways of

measuring transfer, transfer-of-knowing and transfer-after-exposure, there were large main

effects of framing on the transfer of facts.
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Fig. 1 Greater % transfer-of-knowing for facts in the expansive condition
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Partial evidence for differences by condition in the transfer of principles

For the differential pressure principle, there was a large main effect (d = .95) of condition

on transfer-of-knowing (F(1,20) = 5.42 p = .03), with no statistically reliable main effect

of population (F(1,20) = .34, p = .23) or interaction effect (F(1,20) = 1.53, p = .57)

despite appearances (see Fig. 3). Students in the expansive condition transferred much

(M = 78%) of what they knew while those in the bounded condition transferred only about

half (M = 55%).

For transfer-of-learning, we conducted t-tests only using the data from the general

biology students as insufficient numbers of AP biology students learned any new propo-

sitions about differential pressure. General biology students in the expansive condition

transferred 78.6% of what they learned during the cardiovascular session while those in the

bounded condition only transferred 33.6% of it (see Fig. 4; d = 1.2; t(12) = 2.27,

p \ .05). However, there were no differences between groups in transfer-after-exposure
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(all p-values[.30). Thus, overall, we saw statistically reliable effects of framing for two of

the three measures of transfer for the general biology students.

For the surface area principle there were no main or interaction effects on immediate

transfer when measured in each of the three ways, with p-values ranging from .12 to 1.0.

Although the observed means favored the expansive (M = 71%, SD = 27%) over the

bounded (M = 59%, SD = 37%) condition with the transfer-of-knowing measure, there

was too much variability for any effects to be detected with this measure or for transfer-

after-exposure. Insufficient learning by enough students made the transfer-of-learning

measure unmeaningful, so we checked for preparation-for-future-learning transfer. There

were no effects of condition, although AP students showed significantly stronger rates of

re-learning this principle for the respiratory system (M = 88%, SD = 18%) than General

Biology students (M = 31%; SD = 46%) despite scant data (F(1,9) = 5.68, p = .04).

Thus, there is no evidence that framing condition affected students’ propensity to transfer

what they knew or learned about the surface area principle.

Differences by condition in transfer of the learning strategy of drawing diagrams

On the basis of a 2 9 2 9 2 loglinear analysis, students in the expansive condition were

much more likely to draw diagrams than those in the bounded condition (G2(2) = 8.28,

p = .02). Only 1 of the 12 students in the bounded condition drew diagrams while 7 of the

12 students in the expansive condition did so (see Fig. 5). There was also a trend in the

direction of this effect being greater for General Biology than AP Biology students

(G2(4) = 8.52, p = .07).

Discussion

Summary of findings

We begin by returning to our research questions:
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1. Is it possible to systematically manipulate framing while controlling for other supports

for transfer in a small-scale tutoring experiment?

2. If so, will the framing manipulation reliably affect students’ propensity to transfer?

3. If so, what types of transfer are affected by framing?

First, despite the challenges that were involved, we were able to design a small-scale

experiment to investigate framing and transfer. We successfully manipulated framing as

expansive versus bounded in ways that were perceived by students and that made the

notions of expansive versus bounded framing much more concrete. This further specifies

our evolving theory of framing and transfer (Engle et al. 2008) while providing initial

guidance for educators to implement these contrasting framings. We also were able to

control or keep equivalent between groups many other known supports for transfer

including prior knowledge, time on task, interest, amount of learning, number of examples,

use of labels, the degree to which examples were compared with each other, and the

physical features of the contexts in which the study occurred. Thus, this study represents a

good start at creating an experimental paradigm to identify what framing contributes to

transfer over and above other factors. Finally, although not perfect, our instructional

methods for supporting student learning were generally sufficient to detect effects of

framing on transfer.

With respect to the effects of framing on transfer (research questions 2 and 3), we

specifically found that students in the expansive condition were more likely than those in

the bounded condition to transfer: (a) the learning strategy of drawing diagrams; (b) facts

they knew or (c) had been exposed to; and (d) what they knew about the differential

pressure principle. In addition, (e) general biology students in the expansive condition were

more likely to transfer what they had learned about the differential pressure principle than

those in the bounded condition. However, no statistically reliable differences were detected

across conditions in any kind of transfer of the surface area principle, or in transfer-after-

exposure for the differential pressure principle.

The fact that several large effects of framing on transfer were found within an otherwise

small-scale experiment suggests that it likely that framing does play an important role in

transfer. Although it is possible that some of the observed effects were a coincidence given

the small sample size, the overall pattern of results suggests this is less likely.
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Framing also does not appear overly specialized in terms of what kinds of transfer it can

influence. Here we saw the transfer of three different kinds of knowledge (facts, principles,

and strategies) being affected by framing. This complements prior research showing that

framing may affect the transfer of a method of explaining (Engle 2006) and repetition of an

action (Hart and Albarracin 2009). Also, the fact that transfer-of-knowing effects occurred

most consistently suggests that framing may influence students’ propensity to transfer

whatever it is they knew and contributed as opposed to only what they recently learned (as

would be the case had the transfer-of-learning measure shown the strongest and most

consistent effects).

It is also interesting to note that the effects of framing on transfer were generally

stronger for General Biology students than AP Biology students. Although this may be due

to content-based advantages for AP students, the idea that AP courses are generally framed

more expansively also provides an additional, intriguing explanation to consider. In any

case, it is encouraging that framing appears to have had greater effects on transfer for the

less sophisticated student population.

Implications for research

It is not necessarily the case that all aspects of expansive framing have to be in place to see

effects on transfer, however. In future research it will be important to investigate the effects

of framing particular aspects of contexts alone versus in various combinations with one

another. For example, is the role manipulation, which positions students as authors who

regularly share their knowledge or recipients who have no such responsibilities, the most

important for transfer (Greeno 2006)? Or maybe what really matters the most is the degree

to which time and other aspects of settings are framed as being intercontextually linked

with each other (Leander 2001). If more than one aspect of expansive framing matters,

does each one make its own independent contributions or is the whole greater than the sum

of its parts?

It also may be the case that different aspects of framing promote transfer in different

ways. For example, building on Barnett and Ceci’s (2002) helpful taxonomy of dif-

ferent kinds and degrees of near and far transfer, it easily may be that framing time

expansively is especially helpful for promoting transfer over the course of years,

framing location expansively is especially helpful when one if looking for transfer

across settings like between school and home or work, and framing participants

expansively is especially helpful for supporting transfer across different social group-

ings. More speculatively, we wonder whether being positioned as an author is espe-

cially helpful for transfer that involves greater cognitive demands (i.e., recalling,

recognizing and executing something rather than simply executing it) and more

sophisticated performances (engaging in an overall approach rather than simply pro-

viding a correct answer quickly).

To address these questions, future experiments can manipulate each aspect of framing

alone and in coordination. This will simultaneously advance understanding of how exactly

framing works, provide additional replication of the effects of framing on transfer, and

guide educators about which aspects of framing to focus on.

The current experiment also opens up issues about how framing may interact with other

instructional methods for supporting transfer. For example, the fact that framing did not

affect rates of transfer of the surface area principle but did so for the differential pressure
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principle could be interpreted to suggest that framing’s effects on transfer may be found

only when there is at least some minimal level of content-based support for transfer, here

through providing sufficient examples and comparisons between them. However, this

finding may have occurred for other reasons specific to the nature of the specific content

being learned (e.g., the surface area principle is arguably more mathematically complex

than the differential pressure principle). More systematic comparisons would be needed in

follow-up experiments to determine the degree to which the effects of framing on transfer

may actually depend on sufficient content-based supports.

More generally it is possible that the framing of learning contexts in an expansive

manner makes it more likely that students will learn under the assumption that they will

need to transfer what they have learned in the future (Bereiter 1995; Brown 1989), which

may prompt them to make better use of those content-based supports for transfer that are

available to them (Engle 2006). For instance, students learning with an expansive framing

may be more likely to bring in multiple examples from a wider range of contexts. They

may also be more likely to make systematic comparisons between multiple examples to

form generalizations in anticipation of applying what they have learned in the future

(Salomon and Perkins 1989). Knowing that what they are learning will continue being

relevant, learners may put more effort into becoming sensitive to the specific features of

examples that make them suitable for applying relevant generalizations in particular ways

(Wagner 2006). Although tracking exactly which examples, features, comparisons, and

generalizations students generated and considered was beyond the scope of this study, it

would be a compelling focus of future investigation.

We also think that there are some important resonances between the notion of expansive

framing and prior research that has shown the strong power of hints for facilitating transfer

(Anolli et al. 2001; Campione and Brown 1984; Catrambone and Holyoak 1989; Gick and

Holyoak 1980, 1983; Spencer and Weisberg 1986). Although in our expansive framing we

were careful to never provide the kinds of content-specific, and precisely timed hints that

were investigated in these studies, expansive framing has a family resemblance with such

hints by encouraging students to orient to what they know as being of continued relevance

across times, places, people and topics.

In a similar way, there may be a family resemblance between framing topics expan-

sively and the content-based transfer mechanism of providing sufficiently abstract gener-

alizations (Catrambone and Holyoak 1989; Gick and Holyoak 1983; Mestre 2003).

Although we purposely did not provide any abstract generalizations of the pressure or

surface area principles in either condition, our use of the general term ‘‘body systems’’ to

introduce the overall topic of tutoring on day 1 in the expansive condition may have

oriented these students to view their activities as having more general relevance (Engle

2006; Greeno et al. 1993; LCHC 1983; cf. Shulman 1992). Although no students were told

that what they were learning would apply to the respiratory system, the use of the term

body systems may have opened up the possibility that facts, principles, and strategies

relevant for understanding the cardiovascular system may apply to other body systems as

well (cf. Murphy 2002).

Implications for practice

What is potentially so powerful about expansive framing is that it relies less heavily on

teachers possessing particular kinds of content knowledge as compared to most other

instructional supports for transfer. As a result, expansive framing may be easier for more
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teachers to implement across a wider range of subject areas and types of curricular

materials. Additionally, if students come to regularly orient to learning activities in an

expansive fashion (cf. Bereiter 1995; Brown 1989), then one would expect them to make

greater use of prior knowledge more generally as they become increasingly accountable for

sharing what they know across connected contexts. In contrast, the bounded framing

discourages transfer both by binding knowledge to a particular instructional context and by

keeping learners as disconnected from it as possible.

At the same time, however, we do not claim that expansive framing is the be-all or

end-all for instruction. Our informal observations of the tutoring sessions and broader

theoretical considerations suggest that there may be costs as well as benefits of expansive

framing for both learning and transfer. For example, we observed that a few students in

the expansive framing condition had a tendency to bring in so much prior knowledge

while self-explaining that they became overwhelmed or had difficulty focusing on what

the text could contribute to their understanding. Thus, it may make sense for the

beginnings and endings of lessons or curriculum units to be framed more expansively, but

to use a less expansive framing when students need to focus on learning important new

material.

In addition, by itself expansive framing encourages students to regularly use what they

already know, but it does not provide resources for students to judge which prior

knowledge is the most appropriate for a particular problem or issue, which can lead to

overgeneralization (Engle 2006). Therefore expansive framing should be regularly paired

with activities in which students critically evaluate the knowledge they have transferred in

for its relevance and validity. Nonetheless, it has long been recognized that the key

challenge is in students being reminded of and transferring in their knowledge in the first

place (e.g., Loewenstein 2010; Reeves and Weisberg 1994; Ross 1984), which is where

framing becomes particularly relevant.

Conclusion

In closing, this study provides new empirical evidence that converges with prior experi-

mental and classroom studies to show that framing of learning contexts is an important

instructional mechanism to consider when trying to enhance transfer. Furthermore, we

have shown that framing can potentially affect the transfer of multiple kinds of knowledge.
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Appendix

Propositions assessed per question

Core of each question pair Propositions assessed per question pair

Differential
pressure
principle

a. What do you think the fluid
pressure is like [where the fluid
comes from, A] as compared to
[where it goes to, B]?
h Pressure greater in A than B
h Pressure greater in B than A
h Pressure same in A & B
How do you think pressure gets
like that?

1. Pressure is DIFFERENT in each location*
2. Pressure is LARGER in A where fluid comes from*
3. Pressure implicitly CORRELATED with flow
4. Pressure EXPLICITLY related to flow
5. DIFFERENCES in pressure related to flow
6. Flow CAUSED by difference in pressure

b. In your opinion, what causes
[the fluid] to flow from
[location A] to [location B]?

1. PRESSURE matters
2. DIFFERENCES in pressure matter
3. Pressure implicitly CORRELATED with flow
4. Pressure EXPLICITLY related to flow
5. DIFFERENCES in pressure explicitly related to flow

Surface area
principle

a. What, if anything, do you think
would happen if the many
small [entities with walls] were
replaced by a few big [entities
with walls] that still held the
same volume of [fluid]?
h Exchange more efficient
h Exchange less efficient
h Exchange stays the same
Why?

1. EFFICIENCY of exchange is affected*
2. LESS efficiency occurs*
3. SURFACE AREA matters for efficiency
4. COLLECTIVE surface area matters for efficiency
5. DIFFERENCES in surface area matters for efficiency
6. Surface area GREATER where MORE efficient

(or vice versa)

b. Considering that so much must
go through [membranes], what
do you think are at least 2
characteristics they probably
have? Why?

1. SURFACE AREA is the key characteristic
2. COLLECTIVE surface area is the key characteristic
3. LARGE surface area matters
4. COLLECTIVE surface area needs to be LARGE
5. Amount of surface area CORRELATED to amount

diffused

ALL CAPS—key aspects distinguishing the proposition from others for that response

* Based on multiple choice selection; otherwise based on written explanation
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